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VoiceMacro is an advanced and efficient software solution created to enhance the way you work on your computer, enabling you to execute certain tasks much quicker than usual, thus saving you valuable time in the process. The application features a neatly-structured and intuitive appearance, most of its functions being quite self-explanatory and thus helping even novices successfully work with it from the first try. The main window of VoiceMacro lets you
choose between existing profiles, created for different purposes and comprising various macros that will serve your current needs, be it desk work or playing games. Create and use macros in your daily computer work You can begin by building a new profile for yourself, assigning it a name and a target window from the available ones (the currently active window, a document, a browser page or others), selecting your option from the dedicated menu. The next
step consists of creating your ‘Macros’, specifically the voice commands, mouse actions or keyboard buttons which, when activated should perform a certain action. As such, you can input the word or phrase corresponding to your command, then define the ‘Keyboard Shortcut’, a key along with a modifier (left or right Shift, Ctrl, Alt, Win) or a mouse button and a movement type (single, double or triple click). At this point, you can begin adding the actions,
‘Keyboard’ or ‘Mouse’ movements, or you can use the ‘Recorder’ to capture particular movements. The ‘Other’ menu lets you run a program, open a file, play a song, kill a process, speak a piece of text and several other actions. Once the configuration is saved, you can just press the corresponding buttons or pronounce your voice command and the assigned task will be executed automatically. A useful shortcut designer for you to resort to In conclusion,
VoiceMacro is a complex and reliable application that you can use to optimize and streamline your work on the PC, ensuring you do not waste too much time on tasks that can be executed in just a few swift mouse moves or button presses. It's essential to reduce the time spent on daily activities, choosing a program that will help you do just that is easy, this time, it's about VoiceMacro. VoiceMacro is an advanced and efficient software solution created to
enhance the way you work on your computer, enabling you to execute certain tasks much quicker than usual, thus

VoiceMacro For PC

* Lightweight and easy to use! Macros are created and activated in just a few seconds and they are saved on your computer, thus you can play them and reuse them in different situations. * Create and run macros from any Windows application and from most webpages. * VoiceMacro comes with the use of a professional Recorder that allows you to record your own voice commands or mouse movements using the standard Voice recognition software. * Build
efficient macros using your computer keyboard (Tablet mode) and use the mouse by simply activating the touch screen on your tablet (use the “LogicPad” key on the keyboard to activate the Touch Screen). * Change the shape, size, color and font of the text, images and buttons in your macros to tailor them to your own personal needs, or use predefined and established templates. * Create macros as easily and intuitively as possible. * Macros can be created for
different uses. * Macros can be named. * A wide set of options allows you to customize the Macros you’ll create in order to use them how they are most appropriate. * List the keyboard shortcuts assigned to the macros. * Select the specific window you want for the macros. * Select the desired microphone. * Create specific profiles of Macros with different targets. * All macros are saved on your computer. * The latest versions of VoiceMacro are
automatically synchronized with the Google Play Store and the App Store. For your own safety, upon syncing, we will give you the option of updating the application * Search for the keywords in the sentence and playback the results, check the Web of Speech and understand the phonetics of the pronunciation. Press Pause and Listen to It This App is a simple yet very useful voice recorder with a couple of special features. Inbuilt Speech to Text Conversion
After recording, the text is instantly converted to speech. You can pause the recording and continue listening later. Troubleshooting You can also report any bugs. And now, consider the following before buying: — Easy to download and install. — Size is 110 MB. — It gives you a 25$ credit to visit the soundcloud site. — Remember to rate and share the App in the app store if you like it! VoiceMacro is an advanced and efficient software solution created to
enhance the way you work on your computer, enabling you to execute certain tasks b7e8fdf5c8
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Make the best use of your PC for work and entertainment. VoiceMacro is a versatile solution that will keep your computer at peak performance for you. It lets you take advantage of your PC's Voice Recognition capabilities for various purposes, be they typing documents, scanning images or your daily tasks. Supports DOS and Windows XP, Vista and 7 operating systems VoiceMacro is a software that boosts your PC's performance by analyzing your speech
and creating macros that simplify your daily tasks. Designed specifically for Windows, it can run on any version of the operating system without any additional applications or drivers. VoiceMacro lets you build and select It lets you build and select your own specialized voice recognition macro for any action on the computer, including file execution, document opening, browsing, music playing and more. You can also choose one of the Macros included in the
program, saving you a lot of work while giving you a tailored solution for your daily routine. Choose from more than 100 free Macros provided by the program. They cover daily and leisurely tasks on the computer, including more than 50 repetitive actions. Activate any of them with the click of a mouse and forget about the tedious process of repeating them. You can also select pre-defined voice commands to rapidly enter in your computer: Documents,
Explorer, Windows, Word, Internet and more. Use the Macros and settings that suit you best! Thanks to the built-in recorder, you can capture and repeat any motion on the mouse or keyboard, such as dragging a window or clicking on a button. This will allow you to automatically run a designated operation on any object on the screen, such as opening a file, clicking a button or navigating a web page. Using the built-in editor, you can freely create your own
voice recognition macros for any activity you perform on your computer, including typing, music playing, browsing and more. Build a program for voice command or Macros recording and playback. VoiceMacro lets you create, edit or record Macros. You can also quickly produce voice recognition commands or control the computer in other ways, such as with a mouse, keyboard, or Windows key. VoiceMacro lets you quickly type documents and files,
browse and open files, play music, draw, or watch a video. You can quickly, easily and repeatedly perform any action on the computer, using a voice-recognition macro that is an incredible time saver. Use VoiceMac

What's New in the VoiceMacro?

- 4 categories: Macro Commands, Keyboard Shortcuts, Mouse-buttons, Recording Keys. - Create and assign commands to actions and triggers. - Create and save "Hot Keys" to bring up a menu of the available commands. - A complete help system with examples. - Supports other languages. - A complete help system with examples. - Auto save on exit. - Macro Builder (includes) - Macro Wizard (includes) - Macro Collector (includes) - Macro Menu (includes)
- Demo Video VST to VST2 Plugin Converter VST to VST2 Plugin Converter is a VST to VST2 Plugin (VSTi) converter. You can convert 32-bit or 64-bit VSTi plugins for your audio sequencer with this Audio Plugin Converter. This plugin can convert 32-bit and 64-bit VSTi plugins to VST2/AU plugins for the host software. You can choose one of three resolutions for saving the VST plugin, 32-bit or 64-bit and 16-bit or 32-bit. You also can convert
instruments and effects parameters in VSTi plugins to the format of your choice. You can convert only parts of your VSTi plugin with VST to VST2 Plugin Converter. So you can convert the part you want to your VST2/AU plugin. For example, you can convert some instruments or effects parameters in a VSTi plugin to the format of your choice with VST to VST2 Plugin Converter. VST2 Plugins can be used in most hosts software such as GarageBand®,
LogicPro®, Pro Tools®, Cubase®, FL Studio®, and others. This product is intended for the development of VST plugins and Audio Plugin Hosts. It has no support for audio editors. == VST to VST2 Plugins conversion process == VST to VST2 Plugin Converter runs in the background and does not disturb the users workflow. It runs in Mac OS X and Windows. The whole conversion process is as follows: 1) Download and launch VST to VST2 Plugin
Converter. 2) Choose the conversion option to select the VST2 plugin format you want to save the converted plugins. 3) Choose the output plugin. (You can select the output plugin in "Product" menu) 4) Choose the output folder. 5)
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System Requirements For VoiceMacro:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 with DirectX9.0c or higher Processor: 2.0GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Drive: 100 MB free space DirectX: 9.0c or higher Video Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with at least 256MB of video RAM Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card with at least 16MB of memory. Additional Notes: * SMAA does not support Intel HD 4000 GPU * SMAA
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